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PORTFOLIO – POLICY AND STRATEGY

CABINET – 6 FEBRUARY 2002

LOCAL GOVERNMENT WHITE PAPER
STRONG LOCAL LEADERSHIP – QUALITY PUBLIC SERVICES

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Local Government White Paper was published in December 2001, following a
series of regional consultative sessions.  At one of these, New Forest was
represented by the Leader and Chief Executive.

1.2 The full text of this lengthy document can be found on the DTLR website.  A copy
is available in the Members’ Room.  A summary prepared by the Local
Government Association and including their initial response is attached.

2. KEY MESSAGES

2.1 This is a major statement of the view of central government on the future role of
local government and the way it is financed.

2.2 There is much to be welcomed in the general intentions, including:

• Some very positive statements about a new more balanced approach to
central/local relations, the so-called ‘adult relationship’, and the need to ‘lift the
burden of bureaucracy’.

• Proposals for a very significant (up to 50%) reduction in the requirements for
strategies and the removal of a large number (50+) of consent regimes.

• A clear role for local authorities in leading and empowering communities,
particularly through their role in Local Strategic Partnerships.

• New freedoms and flexibility for all Councils, but with even greater freedoms,
for example over trading and capping, for high performing councils.

• A streamlined Best Value system focussed more on outcomes.

• A wish to reduce the amount of ring-fenced funding and to begin to look at the
overall balance of funding between central and local.
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• Removal of the complicated, expensive and little understood Council Tax
Benefit Subsidy Limitation scheme.

• A wish to move to a fairer, more needs based and service led general grants
formula (ending the current Standing Spending Assessment).

2.3 However, as the LGA response indicates, there is also significant cause for
concern over some of the proposals, as well as room for doubt as to whether the
intentions can be converted into reality.  Concerns include:

• There is no firm proposal to address the balance of central/local funding.
Central Government will still fund the majority of local expenditure.  Any local
variations will fall heavily on the council taxpayer.  Accountability will still be
clouded.

• There is little indication as yet that other ministers or even the whole of the
DLTR are committed to reducing their mechanisms for controlling services.
Ring fenced funding is on the increase, and there are no targets in the White
Paper to reduce this.

• The granting of freedoms is in part based on assessment by the Audit
Commission as to whether a Council is high performing, striving, coasting or
poor performing.  While New Forest District Council need fear little from any
fair assessment process, there are nationally serious concerns over the
resources needed to deliver a robust, and consistent performance
management regime.  There are also fundamental concerns as to whether the
approach is a valid one to apply to democratic bodies.

• There is much work to be done to clarify what a National Public Service
Agreement (PSA) might involve, and how District Councils can be effectively
involved in local PSA’s.

• It is difficult at this stage to work out the impact of the major changes proposed
in finance, including housing finance.  There will undoubtedly be losers under
any new general grant system, although there will be transitional mechanisms.
It is likely that the area cost adjustment which recognises the increased costs
of providing services in the South East will disappear.

3. NEXT STEPS

3.1 Locally, it is proposed that a seminar be arranged so that members might better
understand the whole range of proposals put forward.

3.2 Nationally, the LGA have provisionally identified five areas to pursue

• Work with central government to develop and agree a shared list of priorities
for local government through the Central-Local Partnership, including joint
arrangements to monitor progress;
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• Work with the Audit Commission to ensure that the new performance
assessment framework can command the support of local councils;

• Ensure that the deregulatory proposals in the white paper are the start, not the
end of the process.  The LGA wants to work with all government departments
to review the scope for further plan reduction and other ways to cut red tape;

• Win cross-Whitehall support for a more significant reduction in ring-fenced
funding, and a more radical finance reform agenda;

• Contribute to the review of options for additional support, capacity and training
for local government.

3.3 While the white paper is by its nature not a consultation document requiring
response in a specified period, there will be many opportunities over the coming
months to contribute to the development of individual elements of the White Paper.
This indeed will be a good first test of the very welcome intention of a partnership
approach to the future governance of the country.

4. FINANCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND CRIME AND DISORDER IMPLICATIONS

4.1 Potentially the proposals will have an enormous impact on every area of local
government activity.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 That Cabinet notes the White Paper and the opportunity to contribute to the
development of its proposals.

5.2 That a seminar be held for all Members of the Council to consider further its
implications.

For Further Information Contact:
Dave Yates
Chief Executive
(023) 802 5477

Background Papers:
Full copy of White Paper in Members’ Room 
and on DTLR website:
local-regions.dtlr.gov.uk/sll/index.htm

dave.yates@nfdc.gov.uk
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Local government white paper - part two

Part two of the local government white paper takes forward the proposals the
Government consulted on in the local government finance green paper, published in
September 2000. Some specific finance issues are also covered in part one of the white
paper.

For further information please contact Mike Heiser in the LGA’s local government 
finance team on 020 7664 3265, e-mail mike.heise at lga.gov.uk
.

Chapter 1 - Aims and priorities

The Government restates its views that the aims for a local Government finance system
should include:
q       that all authorities should be funded adequately;
q       the system it should promote improvement;
q       there should be predictability and stability;
q       it should be fair to those who use and pay for services;  and
q       it should clarify accountability for financial decisions.

The white paper puts these aims in the context of the Government’s overriding aim to
secure improvements in service quality across the board; particularly for education,
health, transport and police.

The white paper sets out the Government’s priorities as:
q       reforming the revenue grant system; it aims to implement this in April 2003;
q       implementing measures which give authorities more local freedom and flexibility,
such as reform to the capital finance system, business improvement districts and reform
to fees and charges during this parliament;
q       changing the council tax in the longer term, with a revaluation taking effect in 2007,
and consulting on changes to council tax bands before that.

The LGA agrees with these aims and priorities, but feels that the restoration of an
adequate local tax base is critical to local financial autonomy and local
democracy. This requires a shift in the balance of funding

Chapter 2 -  The balance of funding and the balance of control

The key points in this chapter are covered in the briefing on part one of the white paper,
with the exception of the section on funding education.



Funding education
q       Part two of the white paper sets out that it will not ringfence all education funding,
stating that: education should continue to be funded through general grant, through a
new formula which distinguishes between school and LEA responsibilities;
q       councils will continue to have discretion to set budgets at a local level; and
q       there will be a reserve power for a minimum schools budget (which is set out in the
education bill).

The LGA welcomes the Government’s confirmation that it rejects ring-fencing
schools’ budgets.  We are participating in detailed discussions on the shape of
the new formula.  We will continue to oppose the reserve power to set a minimum
budget as an unwarranted intrusion on local financial autonomy. We are
concerned that the power, once taken, may be used.

Chapter 3 - The way forward on general grant

The Government confirms that it will replace the current grant distribution system in
2002/03 with the following proposal:
q       general grant, distributed by a new formula to replace the current standard spending
assessment;
q       targeted grant, such as the Neighbourhood Renewal Grant, which may have
conditions attached and be paid to only some local authorities, but which is not ring-
fenced to a particular service;
q       local public service agreements - which will attract Local PSA grants; up to a
maximum of 2½% of an authority’s budget; and
q       ring-fenced grants, restricted to areas, where, in the Government’s view councils
cannot be relied upon to spend in line with Government priorities.

The LGA supports distributing grant in this way rather than by basing grant on a
case by case assessment of local authorities’ own plans. We wish to see as few
restrictions as possible on targeted grants and ring fenced grant limited to cases
where it is needed.

Chapter 4 - The way forward on capital investment

 The key points in this chapter are  set out in the briefing on part one of the white paper.



Chapter 5 - The way forward on housing finance

The key points set out in this chapter include:
q       removing rent rebates from housing revenue account (HRA) to make it a
pure landlord account;
q       additional freedom to retain revenue to raise additional investment for
councils that establish high performing arms length management companies;
q       separate prudential limits for the HRA and general fund, and the current
rules on set aside housing capital receipts will be replaced with a pooling system,
which can be redistributed in accordance with need. This will apply to all
councils, including those currently debt free

The LGA welcomes these measures, having argued for greater flexibility, particularly  to
raise additional investments. On prudential limits it is essential that the mechanism is
transparent so that central and local government can clearly identify how recycled
housing capital receipts are being used.

Chapter 6 - The way forward on council tax

In this chapter the white paper proposes:
q       holding council tax revaluations every 10 years, with work on the next revaluation
will start in 2005 and be implemented in 2007;
q       integrating the council tax and business rate cycles;
q       devising a (possibly) self-funding transitional relief scheme;
q       consulting about council tax bands and related matters, including legislation to
make it clear that additional bands can be created without new primary legislation;
q       allowing district councils to continue to be responsible for issuing council tax billing,
including housing and council tax benefit during this Parliament; Government will keep
this issue under review;
q       monitoring district councils’ use of powers on discounts and exemptions; and
q       making combined fire authorities precepting authorities.

The LGA welcomes the commitment to regular revaluations. We will work with
Government on possible changes to the present banding system.

Chapter 7 - The way forward on business rates

The Government proposes:
q       business rate revaluations to be every five years;
q       self-financing transitional relief which unwinds over the five years;
q       legislation to give more flexibility in setting the multiplier;



q       taking forward a scheme of BIDS rather than go ahead with supplementary
business rate proposals;
q       providing rate relief to small businesses through a supplement levied on large
businesses;
q       consulting new year on draft guidance for small non-profit making bodies; and
q       legislate so that Government can increase its contribution to rate relief costs when
emergencies such as foot and mouth occur.

The LGA will continue to work towards the return of the business rate as a way of
addressing balance of funding problems and of promoting stronger local
government - business relationships. We welcome the Governments intention to
legislate in order to be able to contribute to in year rate relief costs.

Chapter 8 - The way forward on other taxes and charges

The Government proposes to:
q       consult on a draft order giving local councils a general power to charge for
discretionary services; and
q       limit how much can be charged and may specify exceptions to the general power to
charge.

The LGA notes the proposals on fees and charges; we wish to see this order
introduced as soon as possible.

Chapter 9 - The way forward for parishes

The white paper proposes:
q       to issue good practice guidance to promote the avoidance of ‘double taxation’, in
conjunction with the LGA and the National Association of Local Councils
q       to pay a grant from central government to the best value parishes, of £30,000 per
year
q       to give best value parishes a general power to charge for discretionary services

The LGA notes these proposals and will encourage member authorities and
parishes to work together closely.  We believe that the Government should put in
new resources for the grant it proposes to pay to best value parishes



Chapter 10 - Drawing the strands together

The white paper proposes:
q       legislation to place a new duty on councils’ Chief Finance Officer to ensure that the
authority has an adequate level of reserves;
q       giving the Secretary of State reserve powers to specify a statutory minimum of
reserves
q       creating a new duty to keep finances under review and take corrective action and
streamline the ‘section 114’ procedure used when an authority is overspending
q       giving grants in extreme cases to help authorities in financial difficulties, which may
be of their own making, but these would come with strings attached, such as powers to
limit borrowing; and
q       requiring  authorities to publish their accounts by 30 June each year

The LGA shares the Government’s aims that authorities should budget in the
interests of local taxpayers and the local community.  We are not convinced that
there is a need for new statutory powers to specify the level of local authorities’
reserves or to “keep finances under review”.
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